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Abstract

This article is an attempt to describe the phenomenon of the "Theology of Maidan" as a form of theology in the existential crisis situations, to submit its origins and prospects.
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Topicality. In order to consider the Maidan Revolution in Kyiv of 2013-2014, or the Revolution of Dignity, as a permanent theological action, it needs that the experience of knowing God during this event always reiterates in our hearts. It can happen if the achieved experience is a matter of reflection, when its practical achievements are mentally systematized. Then the further reaching of God will follow in different contexts: public and private, local and global.

Purpose. To assist in articulating the interaction of people with God that manifested itself during the Maidan Revolution in Kyiv of 2013-2014, and in turning that interaction into a life-giving theology for the further God-like growth of man.

The beginning. Dr. and father Vasyl Rudeyko, a one of Maidan chaplains, said in an interview: “I have started to write a kind of an essay on the theology of Maidan a few times. [...] Such kind of the “Gospel of the Maidan” must be written. For example, now, I’m feeling a lack of some clearer positions of the Church regarding Maidan”. Already during the Revolution of Dignity, Pavlo Didula, MA in theology, met his theology lecturer from the Ukrainian Catholic University Victor Zhukovsky, and told him, “I thought that we will study only theoretical theology, but now we are here on practicum. As it happened on the self-defense training at the Maidan.”

What is the “Theology of Maidan”? An academic discourse on the “Theology of Maidan” requires a common understanding of what this theology is about. The first article about the Maidan
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1 The author’s works related to the topic about Maidan:
Petro Didula (camera), Mychajlo Dymyd. Проповідь на Майдані // Site: YouTube, December 14, 2014 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UT9H970H0.
5 Fr. Vasyl Rudeyko said that such reflection should begin from an understanding of what theology itself is. According to him, it is "a reflection and an attempt to express the divine presence in a particular situation or phenomenon. Therefore, – concludes Rudeyko, – the theology of Maidan is less about events that happened on the
Maidan and more about God’s self-revealing to the faithful who because of their faith or, otherwise – because of the previous lack of faith, and the further coming to faith in God, become signs of God’s presence”. Vasyl Rudoyko. «Кілька думок про богослов’я Майдану» // Site: Нотатки Никодима, June 8, 2016, http://nykodym.blogspot.com/2016/06/blog-post.html. In that text Rudoyko mentions the following forms of God’s presence on the Maidan: in self-revelation as the truth which rose against the lies; in the people’s awareness that this Truth is God; through their suffering for this truth; through the biblical parallel of innocent children murder by Herod and the assault on the young protesters, ordered by Yanukovych; through God’s living presence among people.


7 This article also appeared on the previous day with a title «On Maidan»: Cyril Hovorun. «Про Майдан» // Site: Богословський портал, December 11, 2013, http://theology.in.ua/ua/bp/discussions/theme/54599/.


combination of “experience, intuition and reflection of direct participants of the [Revolution of Dignity] events”). And about the one more feature, if not the main, he wrote the following:

This theology isn’t of an internally-ecclisial or school sort, it is an all-embracive and socially applied,

i.e. a theology of the Kingdom of God, because it visibly reveals itself in different areas of the human reality. Such theology correlates well with modern approaches in the sociology of religion, where

is speaking about the “re-privatization” and “return” of religion, about the variability of the boundaries between secular and religious.

A similar opinion was earlier expressed by Yuriy Chornomorets:

Boundaries between “secular” and “holy” fell down, and we found ourselves in a single cultural space forever. The symbols of this process was the presence of Churches on the Maidan [...]. And today there are no boundaries between the Church and a society. [...] In Ukraine, Churches became primarily a part of civil society, and only in the second place is the fact that they remain a sacred power.

Taking about the mentioned above critical feature of Maidan theology, it makes sense to take into account Myroslav Marynovych's observation that the Church needs to be critical while reflecting the events of Maidan and its role in it. In his opinion, the UGCC, to which he belongs, lacks such reflection, and such a state of affairs “does not correspond to the theological potential of this Church.” According to him, “being a Church in times of crisis “means, first of all, being truthful about oneself.”

Concerning the above-confessional of ecclesiology in the “Theology of Maidan”, it was caused by, as mentioned bishop Borys Gudziak, the common pray and support of religious leaders of different communities - Orthodox, Greek Catholic, Roman Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, and Muslim. Looking on the Revolution of Dignity as “the story of common success”, M. Cherenkov boldly asserts: “at the heart of the Maidan theology and any possible theology after the Maidan Revolution will lie the ecumenical narrative of common struggle and victory.”

The diverse above-confessional free thought. Therefore, the “Theology of Maidan” is a diverse above-confessional free thought about God and life, that was born and is expressed on the basis of experiencing the Revolution of Dignity. This experience is a theology, as articulate the knowledge, that comes from an internal voice, and the author of it is God, Creator or Someone Unknown (based on the thought of one or another person). This theology is not closet, and professional theologians
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12 Mykhailo Cherenkov, “Социальное “богословие Майдана”.”
13 As Cherenkov sees it, “the theology of Kingdom” differs «from the proper “theology of Church” and identifies the social logics, signs and locus of the coming Kingdom of God and how it reveals in the events of history».
14 Mykhailo Cherenkov, “Социальное “богословие Майдана”.”
17 Myroslav Marynovych, ““Being Church” during Times of crisis”, p. 59.
19 Mykhailo Cherenkov, “Социальное “богословие Майдана”.”
and spokesmen of the church hierarchy, to be his accomplices, should act in sync with the people, which, in that case, can stronger feel the otherworld.

**The theologizing people.** The theology of Maidan is articulated in particular actions of the people of God, which, with help of the Holy Spirit, transform the old rites and ways of thinking into a new fruitful ecclesial energy. The Church as an institution is acting here in a way that is unusual for the Byzantine worldview (according to the latter, the clergy in their activity mostly expect from the laity only obedience and reception). The journalist Maksym Vikhrov in his article “Maidan. The reloading of Christianity”\(^{20}\) leads us in this topic of change in thinking, that can bring the experience of Maidan Revolution, with such critical words:

The belief began to drift from the existential choice towards the attribute of identity or, worse, domestic magic. In general, there has been a tendency towards devaluation, and religiousness, and faith itself. But here Maidan happened.

During the Maidan Revolution and as result of it, according to him, in particular, the following changes have happened:

1. **“The reloading of image of priest.** Many - even among believers - perceived priests as people not of this world, who say things that are correct, but abstract and alienated from the reality. [...] Maidan destroyed this stereotype. It became apparent that the priest can be a pastor not only at the pulpit.”

2. **“The quality of religiosity has also changed.** [...] the prayer often becomes often just a rule of good tone, and visit of the church - such a visit of courtesy. When three months of anxious waiting are behind you, and ahead of you there is a real perspective to die or to be crippled, many things become treated more seriously. What is worth only the crosses that were painted on home-made shields of people of Maidan! However, this also applies to millions of Ukrainians who were watching events from afar. Not for nothing, among the main slogans of the Maidan was “Pray for Ukraine”.”

3. **“Maidan prepared severe (and even cruel) test for Churches.** Within days, they found themselves thrown out of their comfort zone and were forced to define their further strategies. Moreover, it was not at the level of declarations, but required concrete actions. At the same time, the actions could have very unpredictable consequences for both individual priests and for churches in general.”\(^{21}\)

**The interconnection of theological trends.** The "Theology of Maidan" can be compared with the “theology of Exodus” – as a comprehension of the particular exemplary story, which, though not universal, can serve others, coming beyond the particular context. \(^{22}\) The “Theology of Maidan” exists at the same level as the “liberation theology”\(^{23}\), the “theology of revolution”\(^{24}\), the “theology
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\(^{21}\) Максим Вижров, «Майдан. Перезагрузка христианства».


of power and conflict”\textsuperscript{25}, the “theology of discontent”\textsuperscript{26}, the “theology of change”\textsuperscript{27}, the “theology of society”\textsuperscript{28}, the “theology of reconciliation”\textsuperscript{29}, and, finally, the “theology of the cross”\textsuperscript{30} or the “theology of hope”\textsuperscript{31}.

The separate branch of theology. Concerning the "theology of revolution", the "Theology of Maidan" can be considered as a separate branch that should exist and develop “in order to help Christians and all people, with less sacrifice, faster and in a more Christian way to deal with social emergency situations which quite often occur on all continents of the world.”\textsuperscript{32} It is the theology of overcoming of fear, that exist in the time of digital era, and for this reason, can be created, thought over, and perceived by the whole society beyond the institutional or national barriers.\textsuperscript{33}

What are theological proposals of Maiden? Having outlined the general features of the "Theology of Maidan", let us ask ourselves about specific theological proposals of Maidan:
- for a person’s likening to God, and likening of society to the Body of Christ;
- during the revolution and afterwards;
- through revision of one’ own values, priorities and their internalization;
- through the development of new relationships in the "corrupt" human being and "degraded" society.

A fair revolt involves the creation of theology. Through prayer, protesters themselves develop their political theology, sketching ideals and outlines of their aspired civil society.\textsuperscript{34}

The place of prayer among protesters. Maybe in such coordinates was perceived the UGCC (the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church) by officials, that hid behind the Ministry of Culture of Ukraine, when in January 2014 was written the letter with threats to the archbishop Sviatoslav Shevchuk.\textsuperscript{35} The primate of UGCC confirmed theirs fears, that were not clearly defined in the letter, namely –

\textsuperscript{24} Trutz Rendtorff. Theologie der Revolution: Analysen und Materialien. Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp 1968.
\textsuperscript{30} Daniel Doychlander. Богослов’я Хреста. Розуми про Його хрест і хрести наші, Київ 2011.
\textsuperscript{34} H. Dabashi. Theology of Discontent: The Ideological Foundation of the Islamic Revolution in Iran, 5. «This discontent was expressed essentially in ethical, moral, normative, and [...] the language of the revolt, the magical terms of this discontent, was theological. [...] perhaps, because theology is the ultimate language of truth. It is in theological terms, whatever the god-terms of a culture may be, that every disenchantment furnishes the parameters of the coming reenchantment, the very disillusion that serves the coming reillusion».
that the theology, mentioned above, is a language of fair revolution: “The Church is not the participant of a political life, but it is an integral part of civil society. […] We are convinced, that a prayer for peace together with those who in peaceful way show the desire to live in the legal state, - it’s the appropriate place for prayer.”36 These words of patriarch can be interpreted in the following way: through a prayer, protesters themselves develop their political theology, outlining the ideals and outlines of their civil society. As K. Hovorun said: “Maidan expressed itself through religious symbols and appealed to ethical axioms in strict religious terms”.37 Maidan, a revolutionary in its essence, became a prayer area, a place of human cooperation with the Almighty through a new, meaningful dialogue with God. The heart of person of Maidan became a field in which a person started to speak not only with his neighbor or opponent, but also with God.

The school of prayer that change the consciousness. The famous religious scholar and doctor of philosophy Liudmyla Fylypovych said:

Maidan taught people to listen to themselves and others. It taught such things, which, maybe, people before never do – it taught us to pray. Personally and collectively. Prayers have changed the minds of people as they brought with it the ideas of reconciliation, love, respect, they gave hope, they united.38

A creative meeting with the Unknown. As a pray is a dialogue, to accustom to a pray can be the result of the recognized manifestation of the Otherworld, that is, the meeting of different people during Maidan with the “burning bush”39, known or not yet known God. About the such kind of own meeting is taking a journalist Vahtang Kipiani:

We stood so tight that there was no way to see who was behind. I was back insured by a strong and silent man. He did not speak obscenely, did not shout the commands, he just insured me. [...] And began to read the prayer. [...] I cannot repeat any line. But it was so strong and timely that I repeated what he said about myself. [...] Now that I scroll in the head of the events of that night that flew for one moment, I'm sure it was not a priest, it was He.40

Shared Eucharist. Besides the common origins and memory about the one pre-union41 tradition of Church of Kyiv, people, which prayed during Maidan were united through the same Eucharist - the common chalice, that cope with all divisions of the local Church of Christ, goes beyond the frames of non-dogmatic canons and restores the unity of community. Already mentioned before V. Rudeyko said:

There were the such cases, when Greek Catholics and Orthodox prayed together during the liturgy at a prayer tent. It seems to me, that now, when our Churches know about such cases, they ignore it.

36 Мінкульт погрожує УТКЦ за богослужіння на Майдані.
39 It can also be "a non-smoking bunch ("неопалима купина")". Exodus 3:1-6. Now Moses was tending the flock of Jethro his father-in-law, the priest of Midian, and he led the flock to the far side of the wilderness and came to Horeb, the mountain of God. 2. There the angel of the Lord appeared to him in flames of fire from within a bush. Moses saw that though the bush was on fire it did not burn up. 3 So Moses thought, “I will go over and see this strange sight— why the bush does not burn up?” 4. When the Lord saw that he had gone over to look, God called to him from within the bush, “Moses! Moses!” And Moses said, “Here I am.” 5. “Do not come any closer,” God said. “Take off your sandals, for the place where you are standing is holy ground.” 6. hen he said, “I am the God of your father [a] the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob.” At this, Moses hid his face, because he was afraid to look at God.
41 It’s about “the Union of Brest” (1596) and “the Union of Moscow” (1684).
They just think that someone have done something there… People during Maidan showed on the absolute insignificance of the church’s split. That such split doesn’t exist in the reality. Actually, when Ukrainians have stood up and started to fight evil, the Christianity was clearly seen there. There were no Roman Catholics, Greek Catholics or Orthodox of different confessions, there were only Christians. And this was clearly seen. And this is something that needs to be conceived.42

L. Fylypovych said: “Maidan is a new level of ecclesial consciousness.”43 This statement is probably deeper than appears at first glance, because Christian prayer to God can be a concern not only for Christians. Maidan prayer has changed borders of the Abrahamic religions and extended the boundaries of the Church of Christ beyond its terrestrial contours, leading it to divine authenticity.44 A thought-out, conscious prayer, in other words theology, may in future fulfill the role of consensus and mutual social obligations. About it in the words of Catherine Wanner:

After the Maidan, the task of [a society] will be to formulate a political identity that can explain the values and norms by which different groups of Ukrainians will be governed.45

A prayer changes people and moves in the opposite direction, that is, to the Kingdom of God. Most brightly, it was redefined by those who experienced moral, fiery, armed attacks - while being in the minority, without hatred and lethal weapons; at that moment they felt God's cover. The image of it is Orthodox monks, Protestant pastors, Greek Catholic laymen, Buddhist followers, which ones stand on barricades between two forces - only with the prayer of the heart.46 This experience of beauty among ugliness has led to the appearance of new neurons that can greatly change our thinking.47

A theology needs a temple. As the nature or maternal bosom is a temple, in a similar way Maidan is a temple of God. The theologian Taras Tymo said this in such words: “When people are gathering, an internal connection between them appears, and it gives some energy and greater results than expected.”48

Significant here is fact of conduction a liturgy on Maidan, moreover that the initiative came from the laity, not from clergy. Even the architectural form of the Maidan appears as if it was intended for the Liturgy.49 There, in one Eucharistic chalice, a common blood was spilled, there happened the highest sacrifice that a person can offer – to “give his life for his friends” (John 15.13).

A pre-reflective theology. Maidan is a full value Church of all the faithful, with a clericalization level that corresponds to the task of serving the community and with a strong presence of
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43 Liudmyla Fylypovych. "Майдан — це виклик епохи": Майдан релігійний, особистий та суспільний».
46 Igor Prus. «Мое действия лишали солдат ненависти й вызывали к их гуманности» // Alexey Gordeyev. Церковь на Майдане, р. 87-89, 87.
catechumens.\textsuperscript{50} A philologist Rostyslav Paranko noticed that “at some pre-reflective level […] in a very-very profound essence of sacrifice, Maidan was Christian.”\textsuperscript{51}

“Male and female created He them” (Genesis 1:27). Maidan is a confirmation of biblical look on gender relations, especially, related to Ukrainian men. During the Revolution of Dignity, they found their leading role of defenders of truth with strictly defended responsibility, that is different from a female social role. I say this, without denying the statement of Sarah Phillips, who writes about some of the lost opportunities for women\textsuperscript{52} to participate in risky dangerous actions of Maidan.\textsuperscript{53} However, I would like to emphasize the noble influence of the Maidan protest on the output of men from the state of infantilism, which is not uncommon among Christians in Ukraine. The artist Uliana Onischuk remembers this as follows: “[…] It’s a courage, a courage in the best meaning of this word. They stand like a wall”.\textsuperscript{54}

Public theology. Maidan is the awareness that Christian and moral principles, as well as religious symbols, though belonging to a person’s private sphere, have every right to be publicly expressed; it is a belief that their public presence will be effective if they carry the component of love towards every person and the person’s inner world. In the words of a philosopher Yaroslav Yuvsechko:

> After the revolution of 2013-2014, it becomes clearly that the key factor of indication the role of Churches […] will be […] the ability to enter the vanguard of profound social and moral transformations. Maidan showed that the society can be organizationally and functionally different […], based on […], the consciousness of its members. It is possible only at a high level of consciousness of all citizens, which should be formed. And today there is no institution other than the Church, which has such a high level of public confidence, such experience and such knowledge, therefore it is capable of taking into account the thoughts and positions of everyone.\textsuperscript{55}

Such kind of theological background of social dialogue was highlighted by A. Arjakovsky: “The Church received a historical chance to see the society not like a passive consumer of sacraments, but like active, that is able to form the favorable conditions for dialogue.”\textsuperscript{56}

Awareness of types of corruption. The theologian Andrew Andrushkiv presents another feature of theology, which Maidan has experienced - the realization that it is not necessary to cooperate with people who make obviously evil deeds. He told the soldiers cadets on December 10, 2013:

> And on an evening every day in any church, a psalm with the following lines is sung: "Blessed is the man who does not go to the council of the wicked". I say: "Guys, you are now cooperating with the wicked people who simply beat people (then they were just beaten). You have a great chance to sabotage it".\textsuperscript{57}

\textsuperscript{50} Viktor Tanzyura. «Ценности, из-за которых люди стояли на Майдане, были библейскими ценностями» // Alexey Gordeyev, Церковь на Майдане, р. 89-91, 90.


\textsuperscript{56} A. Arjakovsky, Розбрат України з Росією, р. 44.

\textsuperscript{57} Andrew Andrushkiv, «Я бачив жертвенність людей, які хотіли змін», р. 26-33, 26.
This awareness is a program to combat internal and external corruption.

**A wisdom in simplicity.** A. Andrushkiv also speaks about a “people - God bearing” who overcomes fear, and characterizes it as follow:

The one who was there in those heaviest times [...]. All of them should to be drawn. Those lines of women, students, beautiful uncles, who was giving the cobblestone, without snacks, they are so different ...  

This kind of fearlessness reminds us of the film "Hard to kill" (19’90), in which Stephen Seagal plays a policeman who honestly and independently fights an immense and stronger mafia than him - just by the strength of his morality and intelligence. Someone said: “If we are more moral, then we will win!” So on Maidan, the instinct of self-preservation fell into the background, giving precedence to Pravda and the quest for freedom. This was the faithfulness of the idea, backed by the faithfulness of its duty.

**Being normal.** In conclusion, a few words about "normality" in the theological sense, about the need to be religiously normal in a civil society. This is proclaimed by the "Theology of Maidan", for example, in these words of Russian queer-woman Alexandra Nazarova: “And people behaved the way people should behave. And the Church did what I think Church has to do. And it was very strange. And suddenly it all became common.” In all times, and especially in peaceful, good primarily requires activity, not passivity. This can be understood from the testimony of Taras Tymo, who mentions:

> When I was asked to give a cobblestone, I refused. Because that was for me as part of evil, complicity in sin. I give someone a stone that he throws this stone to the other person in the head. I could not do it. [...] And on the second day - we already served the cobblestone, helped those “cocktails” to wear and burn the tires ... It was already perceived as a struggle for the truth.

**Conclusion.** To complete this essay is possible of words of the president of the Association of Ukrainian Banks Oleksandr Sugonyako:

Maidan is a place where hundreds of thousands of people gathered, who received a moral victory [...] over themselves! The only thing that they survived as the winners a month, then went away and again began to do the same, because their leaders were not among the moral winners. **But it was a fact that they could do it.**

We have to show ourselves and the world a way out of the crisis in which we are in the world. [...] crisis of morality, crisis of politics, crisis of the economy, crisis of ecology. All of them are rooted in a moral crisis. Overcome?

So, the Lord can overcome this crisis only through us. [...] How should I be, so that through me the Lord did it? I have to change. And there is no other way.

---

58 Andrew Andrushkiv, «Я бачив жертовність людей, які хотіли змін», p. 26-33, 32.
Prospects. The “Theology of Maidan” is a theology that doesn’t accept the status quo. This theology is over confessional and lives for the future. Despite the fact that this thesis about the common theology was repeatedly repeated by the almost all supreme representatives of Churches, it was unsuccessful as Churches weren’t able to realize it in the context of a multi-year stratification of “religious” corporate selfishness and exclusiveness. Only the Revolution of Dignity was able to remind about the need in unity as opposed to the paralyzing mix that are present in the Ukrainian society. All Churches received a positive refreshing impulse through their faithful who participated in Maidan. New theological thoughts were born as participants of “pilgrimage of responsibility” are trying to verbalize and introispose new ways of perceiving God for further necessary change of the inner self – the change in the form of a deeper individual and community conscience before God, and appropriately before the neighbor. Churches as well as other social institutions require people who will be able to transfer the spirit of responsibility, unity and mutual respect that prevails on Maidan to the everyday life. Such people will become a “norm” only when they develop the “Theology of Maidan” themselves or mature in an environment where these spiritual cores are concretely and on a daily basis materialized on the basis of theological thinking.
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63 I observe a progression (from the Maidan’s time till present) in participation of the faithful in the Liturgy by 10%, in the sacrament of Confessions by 15%, in the sacrament of the Eucharist by 20% (observation of the Parish of Volodymyr and Olga of the UGCC in Lviv, where I serve). You can also notice that the self-consciousness of those who come to confess has increased.